The aim of this experiment was to determine to which extent humans optimize their walking behavior in different conditions while navigating in a virtual maze. In two conditions participants either walked individually or jointly connected -carrying a physical stretcher. The results showed that an extra effort due to the task-required cooperation was split evenly within the group, even though the sensory feedback about the physical and social environment was significantly different for leader (e.g. was not able to see the follower) and follower (e.g. was able to see the leader). These results might indicate the emergence of a joint body: a phenomenon in which two individual action-perception loops are tuned towards each other in order to optimize a common goal.
Introduction
Humans have an incredible capacity to adapt their behavior in cooperative situations: whether it is playing soccer, carrying a sofa, or dancing a tango. Even though all of these activities require an enormous amount of coordination, we can perform our part without discussion, diagrams, or hours of mental processing. Our ability to engage in joint actions and to coordinate our actions with those of others appears simple, yet the underlying processes are relatively unexplored. The need for understanding the mental processes evolving in joint action become obvious in social robotics which aims to develop autonomous systems which are able to naturally interact with humans or with each other. The aim of this experiment was to determine to which extent humans optimize their walking behavior in different conditions while navigating in a virtual maze. 
Procedure and Method
Twelve paid volunteers participated in this experiment and all experienced two conditions. In the first condition participants walk through a virtual maze individually. Afterwards all 12 participants were paired up to form six dyadic groups. In the second condition each of the groups navigated through the identical maze while carrying a 2.5x0.60 meter stretcher. All participants walked in facing direction. Both conditions consisted of four identical trials in which they had to follow a corridor. After each trial participants turned and walked in the opposite direction. The experiments were performed in a large, fully tracked, freewalking space of 12x15 meters in size. Both the participant's head and the stretcher were tracked through the monitoring of reflective markers using an optical tracking system (Vicon MX13). Both subjects wore lightweight HMDs (eMagin, Z800) with a resolution of 800x600 pixels and a 40 degree diagonal field of view per eye. This set-up allowed participants to freely move throughout the entire extent of the walking space without being constrained or tethered. The visual stimulus was a collision sensitive maze (a red feedback screen indicated a collision) with the dimensions of 15.0 by 12.0 meters and a wall height of 2.0 meter (see Figure 1) . Each participant was visually represented by an avatar which allowed for social interaction based on limited physical cues (e.g. head position, head orientation).
Results and Conclusions
To compare individual with joint-action performance we calculated the average path length participants needed to walk around a single corner segment (PL) and the compliance of a power law (r) which is described as a correlation of log (V) and log (R), where V=Tangential Velocity; R=Radius of Curvature. The results show that in all conditions participants optimized these two measurements over the trials. To compare the two conditions we calculated PL and r in the last trials in both conditions. The results show similar path characteristics for leader (PL=14.0m; r=0.43) and follower (PL=14.7m; r=0.47) in the joint condition. However, both leader and follower significantly deviated from the average path characteristics in the individual condition (PL=12.2m, r=0.73). Furthermore the results illustrate that the average path characteristics for individuals walking alone and the path characteristics for the middle point of the stretcher during the joint condition (PL=12.7m; r=0.75) were astonishingly similar. One possible explanation for these results is the emergence of a joint body: a phenomenon in which two individual action-perception loops are tuned towards each other in order to optimize a common goal. 
